What's included in your Yurt holiday at Yeabridge Farm
On arrival, your yurt will have complimentary tea, coffee and milk, a starter pack of logs, matches and firelighters
and toilet rolls. Additional supplies can be bought from the small shop at the farm.

Each 16ft Mongolian yurt is supplied with:


Complete bed linen for up to 5 people



Futons for sitting and sleeping



Wood burning stove with fire guard



Kitchen cloths



Plates, cups, cutlery, glasses and cooking utensils



Wind up lanterns



Fire extinguisher



First aid box



Gas lamp



Picnic benches outside



Candles



Matches



A starter pack of firelighters



2 ring camping gas stoves with grill in undercover kitchen area



Gas BBQ to share



Charcoal



Showers ‐ each yurt has its own shower room and are free to use



4 wheeled garden wagons



Charcoal BBQ bring your own charcoal



Solar lights
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Additional Options Available:
Towel Bale ‐ consisting of:
1 bath sheet
1 bath towel
1 hand towel
@ £6.00 per bale

Cot: free of charge

High chair: free of charge

Logs: Each yurt has an amount of logs with each holiday booked. Extra available @ £5.00 per net.

Things you should bring with you:


Wellies; we are a working farm and it may get muddy



Torches



Warm clothes; in case the weather turns cooler

There is no electricity on the site.

Showers: Hot showers are on site and are free to use.

Thunder box composting toilets: Within the Yurt site one for each yurt.
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Safety on the farm
The yurt site is car free and enclosed on all sides making it safe and secure for children to run and play.
We have fire guards available to go around the log burners if you require.
As the farm is a working farm we ask you not to enter the yards or buildings alone.
We also have a deep lake on the farm and ask that you take special care when around the water especially when
with children.

Directions
We are located in the small hamlet of Yeabridge, just outside South Petherton, Somerset. (TA13 5LP)
If you are travelling southbound on the M5 take Junction 25 for Taunton and then the A358 to the A303. Follow
the A303 to Hayes End roundabout. You then leave the roundabout signposted towards Yeabridge and
Wigborough and follow the small country lane for ½ mile. The farm is then on your left.
From Devon and Cornwall follow the A30 which then leads onto the A303 and follow as above.
From London follow the M3 onto the A303 and follow directions as above.

We look forward to welcoming you!
Victoria, Joe & Family
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